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Traditional Chinese edition of Twenties Girl by Sophia Kinsella of the shopaholic series fame. However, this is not a shopaholic
novel. It's a ghost novel set in the present about friendship between a ghost from the 1920's and a girl of the 21st century. In
Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of "I am number four" - Amazon Best Books of the Month, August 2010. The science fiction about
aliens taking refuge on earth is now a movie released on February 18, 2011. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Discovering hidden writings by Queen Elizabeth I's astrologer that made shocking predictions for the modern world,
documentary producer Lucy King races throughout England, France, and New York to decipher clues leading to a fated
lost treasure.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Hard Way by Lee Child, a mystery thriller involving espionage and hostage taking. In
Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
A comedy about a bachelor in London who specializes in affairs with single mothers. To improve his chances, he joins a single parents'
association and gets a boy to pretend he is his son.
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Chinese edition of The Wednesday Letters. The grown children of a couple who owned a bed-and-breakfast discover their family
history through letters written every week from their father to their mother throughout their years of marriage. Distributed by Tsai
Fong Books, Inc.
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Lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related reports obtained from world wide sources and announces documents
that have recently been entered into the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Database.
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